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	Politics	[image: Melania Trump, gay news, Washington Blade]
Melania Trump to host Log Cabin Republicans event

	[image: alt]
Meet Shawn Harris, the Democrat who seeks to oust Marjorie Taylor Greene

	[image: alt]
Trump, far-right condemn Biden over Trans Day of Visibility proclamation

	[image: alt]
House passes spending bill as Greene threatens to oust Johnson

	[image: U.S. Capitol]
Massive defeat for anti-trans, anti-LGBTQ riders in spending bill
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Bomb threat interrupts Drag Story Hour event at Arlington gay bar
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Comings & Goings
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Md. poised to become trans sanctuary state
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Town nightclub sues landlord to terminate lease for church building
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Gay D.C. gym owner pleads not guilty to distributing child porn
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	Best of Gay DC
	Photos



	National	[image: alt]
FDA plans to lift ban on gay, bisexual sperm donors

	[image: alt]
Russian activist meets with US global LGBTQ, intersex rights envoy

	[image: alt]
White House, officials condemn Ugandan court’s Anti-Homosexuality Act ruling

	[image: alt]
Two indicted for supplying fentanyl to transgender activist before her death
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Wis. governor vetoes ban on transgender student athletes





	World	[image: alt]
Prominent transgender woman in Nigeria arrested, charged with defacing currency

	[image: alt]
Vatican condemns gender-affirming surgery, ‘gender theory’

	[image: alt]
Out in the World: LGBTQ news from Europe and Asia

	[image: alt]
UN Human Rights Council adopts landmark intersex rights resolution
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Ugandan Constitutional Court upholds country’s Anti-Homosexuality Act





	Noticias en Español	[image: alt]
27 personas LGBTQ fueron asesinadas en Ecuador en 2023

	[image: alt]
Congreso de Colombia avanza proyecto de ley que prohíbe ‘terapias de conversión’

	[image: alt]
El gobierno salvadoreño intensifica su lucha contra la ‘ideología de género’

	[image: alt]
Comunidad LGBTQ salvadoreña reflexiona sobre las elecciones
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La CIDH señala la preocupante violencia que sufren las personas trans en las Américas








	Opinions	[image: alt]
The beauty in queer relationships

	[image: alt]
Congratulations to D.C.’s amazing Mayor Bowser
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A forever Pride stamp for gay Ambassador James C. Hormel
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DC To Host 1st National TDOV Gala on Easter Sunday
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Attacking Jews is latest Trump outrage
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Applause and criticism for Staley’s trans-inclusive stance
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Lavender Mass and the art of serious parody in protest
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Want to meet other queer individuals over some drag?
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Support HIV research with a drag show
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Calendar: April 5-11





	Television	[image: alt]
Lesbian road movie returns with campy ‘Dolls’
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Watch ‘Feud,’ if you like glam and wit doused with betrayal and regret
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Rough and sexy ‘Open To It’ explores lighter side of polyamory
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‘Fellow Travelers’ mixes queer love, politics for sexy history lesson
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Kardashian carries her weight in ‘AHS: Delicate’
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New D.C. restaurants opening just in time for spring
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Pastry chef Alex Levin creates desserts with global influences
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D.C.’s Restaurant Week is back with expanded pricing structure
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Top 5 developments in D.C. nightlife, dining in 2023
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Saying an abrupt goodbye to Crazy Aunt Helen’s





	Theater	[image: alt]
‘Nancy,’ soaked in ‘80s nostalgia, is ‘queer AF’
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Talented pair of local queer actors tackles ‘Little Shop of Horrors’
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Woman crashes ex-girlfriend’s wedding to a man in new play
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D.C.’s spring theater scene offers ‘Macbeth,’ ‘Peter Pan,’ Sedaris and more
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‘Avaaz’ traces journey from Iran to California
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Star turn makes excellent ‘Ripley’ a showcase for Andrew Scott
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‘Love Lies Bleeding’ delivers retro lesbian thrills
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Neo-noir ‘Femme’ offers sexy, intense revenge fantasy
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Tommy Dorfman makes directorial debut in ‘I Wish You All the Best’
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Nick Kroll and Andrew Rannells want to adopt baby in ‘I Don’t Understand You’





	Music	[image: alt]
Musical icons and newer stars to rock D.C. this spring
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Grammys: Queer women and their sisters took down the house
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Janet Jackson returning to D.C, Baltimore
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REVIEW: Madonna’s joyful, nostalgic, chaotic ‘Celebration’
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Gay country artist and brother win big at CMA Awards
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Story of paralysis and survival features queer characters
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Examining importance of queer places in history of arts and culture

	[image: alt]
Upcoming books offer something for every reader

	[image: alt]
Gay author takes us on his journey to fatherhood in ‘Safe’
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A travel memoir with a queer, Black sensibility
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PHOTOS: Trans Day of Visibility
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PHOTOS: Bonnet Ball
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PHOTOS: Awesome Con
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PHOTOS: Drag Me to the Disco
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PHOTOS: Pride Reveal
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Real estate agents work hard for that commission
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Do you need title insurance?
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How to deal with rodents in D.C.
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Don’t procrastinate buying your home
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Down payment strategies: Financing your home purchase 
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UNAIDS to commemorate Zero Discrimination Day’s 10th anniversary
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New CDC report finds transgender women at higher risk for HIV
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A Whole New Perspective on Well-Being
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Cases of multi-drug resistant gonorrhea ‘super strain’ multiply
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EXCLUSIVE: Meet the director of Johns Hopkins Center for Transgender Health
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UNAIDS to commemorate Zero Discrimination Day’s 10th anniversary
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New CDC report finds transgender women at higher risk for HIV
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A Whole New Perspective on Well-Being
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Cases of multi-drug resistant gonorrhea ‘super strain’ multiply
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EXCLUSIVE: Meet the director of Johns Hopkins Center for Transgender Health





	Cannabis Culture	[image: decriminalizing possession, gay news, Washington Blade]
New Mexico guv signs marijuana legalization

	[image: cannabis regulation, gay news, Washington Blade]
Delaware cannabis activists take on corporate marijuana

	[image: Adam Ebbin, gay news, Washington Blade]
Virginia marijuana legalization takes effect July 1
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Highstream 420 Festival Livestream
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Cannabis Culture
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NEW YEAR NEW YOU 2020: Local VIDA master trainer on trends, tips and technology at the gym
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Why a personalized diet can help you achieve better results
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Al Roker blasts Jillian Michaels for criticizing Keto diet
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Make 2019 your year for fitness
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Raising healthy adults starts now
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